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THE AMAZING LITTLE MIXER
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OR ANY INPUT TO YOUR MONITORS!
The new ALM-12d console from Auditronics
combines the benefits
console-all into one
cost effective package.
It's got everything you
need: twelve faders plus
two caller faders, four
mic pre -amps and of
course control room and
studio monitoring, built-in
cue and headphone am-
plifiers, and a concealed
headphone jack.

It's got the high end
features too, like bright
LED dot matrix source
displays above faders
and monitor pots, and 24
bit A>D and D>A ins and
inputs have sample rate convertors so it works

with virtually any digital source gear you have.
It can run your source machines too-up to eight

of a router and a of them-all opto-isolated. It even has DSP
digital metering that si-
multaneously displays
VU columns and peak
hold full scale digital so
you can be assured of
pristine performance. It
has powerful caller tools
that generate MXMs
automatically, and you
can program any of its
four MXMs to be pre or
post fader.

And because it's
AUDITRONICS, it's built
tough as steel, and will
be easy to maintain.

outs. Its AES digital DIGITAL CAN BE EASY -.JUST CALL
AUDITRONICS!

Digital so easy you don't install it-you CONNECT it!

tel 252-638-7000/fax 252-635-4857/sales@wheatstone.com
600 Industrial Drive, New Bern, North Carolina, USA. 28562 aUD1TRONICS
copyright C 2002 by Wheatstone Corporation
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Reliable Program Audio Over The Internet?
IntraLink-IP' Streaming Multiplexer

Create a program audio

circuit wherever an Ethernet

jack exists with the

IntraLink-IP streaming

multiplexer. The QoS of

packet switched networks

has improved dramatically

signaling the beginning of a

new low-cost mears of

professional audio transport

IntraLink-IP has a Harris

exclusive forward correction

scheme which takes

advantage of these

networks. It delivers robust

streaming for critical STL/

TSL and general purpose

broadcast audio transport.

Contact your Harris sales

representative today.

Save money on program
circuits with IntraLink-IP.

 Make the Internet into your
virtual STL

 Urn low-cost public and private
packet switched networks into
program audio circuits
Ethernet jacks, DSL and cable
moderrs become instant RPUs

www.broadcast.harris.com/network-access
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"AutoPilot 2 has not missed a
beat -- which is critical for a high
powered AM station. It's very
dependable".
Paul Reynolds, Chief Engineer

Cox Radio

"AutoPilot 2's open architecture
has really expanded our
monitoring capabilities. The
power of the scripting wizard
can't be overstated."
Jeff Kuhne, Engineer, WRPI-FM

10 years of IBOC development

Order now and receive
free ARC -16 5.4

firmware with your
purchase!

Firmware Features include:
 Adjustable Alarm Delays
 Adjustable Raise/Lower

Durations
 Autoload for PC Based

ARC -16 Configuration

BURK
TI-CHNOI (NW

Tel: 800-255-8090
Web Site: www.burk.com

Email: sales@burk.com
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The Power to Move Ahead

With -he :cst-moving, corapetitve nature of this business, you need eqiip-nent that can smoothly

shift gecrs with you. _ogi.ek d g tal consoles have the flexibiliy to rree- any of your programming

reoLirements and our sleek, smooth styling turns your stud os into elegait showrooms. Even better,

you' I 'Ind our prices \ery ottrcctive. For more nformatior, ca I us toll -free at 800.231.5870.
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Portable Mast
Serves

Multiple Vehicles
Complete line
of mast and
pan -and -tilts,

all applications
1

Allen Osborne Assoc., Inc.
Rapid Deployment Unit

 Extends up to 40 feet
 Easily clamps to the vehicle's gutter or

to a vehicle roof rack.
 Vehicle weight holds the foot of the

mast in place.

Enjoy the benefits of a telescoping pneumatic mast
without making it a permanent feature. Carry the
mast on the roof. Quickly erect upon reaching
desired location.

Contact Jim Osborne for competitive pricing
email: Losborne0aoa-gps.com

ALLEN OSBORNE ASSOC., INC.
Tel: (805) 495-8420  www.aoa-gps.corp/hilornast.htm
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Currents Online
O I lighlights of hews items trom the past month

CCS What rya Know Gets an MH4
CL3

Dielectric Acquires Flash Technology

Wisconsin Public Radio installs a Soundcraft
console for studio and live use.

The Tennessee -based tower lighting group is
sold by American Tower.

Supreme Court Approves Copyright
Extension
The Congressional extension is supported by
the U.S. Supreme Court in a 7-2 decision.

Rosen to Leave RIM
After 17 years with the RIAA, Hilary Rosen
announces plans to leave the organization.

Broadcast Electronics Adds Staff
Criss Onan becomes key accounts manager,
Steve Schott and Ellis Terry take on regional
sales duties and Lowell Smith is added to
customer support.

INGAB Evansville Offered on Ebay
The owner lists his stations with an opening bid
of $50,000 and a Buy -it -Now price of $2M.

Site Features NMI

Engineer's Notebook
Grady Moates shares his pseudo -binary
interface to monitor tower lights. Select the
Electronics tab.

Stolen Equipment Alert
KWRO-AM, Coquille, OR, reported a stolen
Orban Optimod 9200 on Jan. 25.

Advertiser Links
Find easy Web links to the advertisers in
Radio magazine.

Industry Events
Stay current with all the regional and
national shows and conventions.

Currents Online Weekly E-mail
Don't wait two weeks for the latest radio
technology news. We update it online
every day and send you the headlines
once a week. f
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Rhapsody
in Blue.

Digital Core
Routing System

Scalable Up to
4,096 Channels

Digital & Analog
24 Bit I/0

Mix Multiple
Inputs to

Any Output

IFB-Talk to
Remotes

Integrated
Intercom
Functions

Introducing the nevv 32KD
Digital Audio Network from
Sierra Automated Systems.

This modular, digital -core
routing system processes
more audio, routes more
signals, and provides more
user control than any
other system in its class.

Routing, mixing, signal
processing, IFB, mix -minus,
and more, run simulta-
neously without conflict.
All this functionality is
readily accessible via PC, mixing boards,
or dedicated control panels. And the
performance? Like music to your ears.

For more details about the impressive
capabilities of the 32KD, give us a call
or visit our web site.

SAS. Doing more for radio. Again.

/%/%/S A S

SIERRA
AUTOMATED
SYSTEMS

818 840-6749
sasaudio.com



Viewpoint

The path to IBOC

PIN
owti, it CES is over and IBOC has made its
splash as HD Radio, many new questions
are being raised just as broadcasters be-

n to understand the answers to the ex -

I'll skip ahead and bypass the elements of
creating the digital signal in a hybrid trans-
mission mode. Radio magazine has al-
ready covered this in many ways, and we
will continue to do so as new develop-
ments arise. Now that stations are begin-
ning to install IBOC systems on their own,
the focus changes from how to install it, to
how to do what might come next.

Beyond the technical issues, several
existing questions remain. Return on
investment is the primary concern,
which covers a broad scope. The
simple formula weighs the costs of
installation and operation of an IBOC
system with the eventual benefits. Ibiq-
uity touts the improved audio perfor-
mance, a greater immunity to transmis-
sion interference and the potential to
transmit additional data services as a
source of revenue. Let's look at these
points with an eye to the future.

One audio plus is that IBOC re-
moves the audio pre -emphasis and

de -emphasis in the transmission system,
which improves high -frequency clarity.
IBOC also offers a wider audio frequency
bandwidth than existing analog services.

The main audio drawback is that the
system uses a data compression algorithm
to cram the bits into a comparatively nar-
row pipe. It won't be linearaudio.While the
codec being used (Lucent's Perceptual
Audio Coder, or PAC) sounds good, it's not
perfect. This is not a fault of the algorithm,
it is the design of all perceptual encoding
methods. One advantage is that consum-
ers are growing accustomed to data -
reduced audio sources.

Depending on your preference, the se-
vere data reduction carries an extra benefit
or added nuisance. Heavy data reduction
does not work well with high levels of

Send comments to:

audio compression. Stations that heavily process may
need to rethink their processing approach. I have looked
into this as part of my pre -NAB planning and have found
that Harris has been working on this behind closed doors
and will discuss these plans at NAB2003.

In addition to the new approach to processing, there will
be no more pushing the modulation limit. The digital limit
has no red zone. Full -level digital is full level and no more.

At some point we will see the IBOC equivalent to the
modulation monitor. For now, the stations that are on the
air follow the"if you can hear it,the levels are OK"approach.
In IBOC, carrier deviation will not buy loudness, but stations
will need a way to monitor occupied spectrum, bit -error
rates and encoder accuracy.The system has limitations,but
we will want to get the most from what we have.

What about the data? This is an area of development in
its infancy. While FM has been able to transmit data with
RBDS, this never really caught on in the United States for
several reasons. It was a solution looking fora problem that
never really worked well in North
America at the time it was introduced.

Now we have a data pipe and a software -driven transmis-
sion method. As featuresare added, stationscan load updated
operating systems, audio encoding algorithms and data
standards as they are developed. The difficulty in making
these changes to an existing consumer receiver base ensures
that the advances must be backward compatible.

The IBOC rollout will take some time. Because it is not
mandatory for stations to make the conversion, those who
oppose the system can choose not to implement it. For now
it supports only one audio stream and limited data. There
are no formal plans to do more, but this continues to be a
work in progress. As acceptance grows, transmitter man-
ufacturers and data -capacity developers will work with
lbiquity to continue the evolution.

We're currently watching the rollout of IBOC 1.0. As the
technology evolves, later upgrades may quell the current
shortcomings, real or imagined. It's possible that a future
technology will take us on another course as well. For now,
watch the stations that are making the move. Learn from
their experiences and continue fine-tuning your own plan
for the future.

Chriss Scherer, editor
cscherereprimediabusiness.com

E-mail: beradio@primediabusiness.corn
Fax: 913-967-1905

8 February 2003 www.beradio.com



d McNaivon's Loyal Sidek

Ed McMahon is back on the air,
broadcasting his ne.N show

"Livesty.es Live' from the comfort q
his own home. Tharks to his C(ornrex

codec, tie distinctive quality of Ed's
famous voice comes through - even
when he's on the road.

Expand your talent pool. Comrex ISDN or

POTS ccdecs can b-ing in the best voices and

the most compellinc shows from around the world,
without -he expense of having to bring the
people into your studios.

"Honey, dye need to be in Paris tomorrow!
Pack the Comrex ar d w: II do the show

from there!"
-Ed McMahon

Rely on Comrex for your next broadcast.
And we'll give you the shirt off )ur back

Mail us the warranty card from the pu-chase of s r
next BlueBox, Matrix, Vector or Nexus. We'll send w)J

a handsome Comrex shirt like the one Ed is wearing (re mil
value $651 FREE. Plus, we'll extend your warranty to two yer..1:.

How's that for reliability?

Oa_ APIlhanissirw 19 Pine Road, Devens, MA 01432 USA
gliiIimidlIMMA Tel: 978-784-1776  Fax: 978-784-1717  Email: info@comrex.com  www.comrex.com

For

80
a dealer call

0-237-1776

MATRIII

VECTOR

NEXUS



Managing Technology
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The changes to EAS
by Chuck Wolf

asters will benefit from the FCC's
es to the Emergency Alert System

ng the changes: Stations now
time to rebroadcast the re-

onthly test, new event codes for
emergencies and the ability to save lives as
well as increase ratings.

More time to rebroadcast
The FCC adopted a Report and Order

(FCC -02-64) on Feb. 22,2002, that increased
the time period for rebroadcast of the re-
quired monthly test from 15 minutes to 60
minutes. The increase allows stations to
more easily fit the 30 -second test into their
normal programming. Download the entire
Report and Order from the FCC's Electronic
Document Management System (EDOCS).

Unlike the required weekly test that each
station airs, the required monthly test is
initially broadcast by the state or local pri-
marystation forthe EAS operational area. All
broadcasters and cable outlets must log
receipt of the required monthly test, then
rebroadcast the test within 60 minutes.

There are a few important details. A sta-
tion's air staff cannot read the required
monthly test script; it must be rebroadcast
as carried by the local primary station.
Because stations are required to monitor at
least two EAS sources, a station may re-
ceive another required monthly test when
the alternate LP -2 station rebroadcasts the
LP -1's test. This test should be logged.

Clarifying codes
The FCC adopted 20 new event codes.

Until now, all state and local emergencies
were lumped together under one event
code called Civil Emergency Message. Air
staff often had to listen to the entire con-
tents of each CEM message before decid-
ing whether or not to rebroadcast it.

Now representatives from local broad-
casters and cable systems can meet with
their local and state offices of emergency
management and the National Weather Ser-
vice to jointly select the event codes that
may affect their area. For example,the Hous-
ton Local Emergency Communications

Committee (LECC) recently voted to replace the generic
CEM event code with six new event codes that take effect
in March 2003.

The major manufacturers of EAS equipment are offering
hardware orsoftware upgrades for the new event codes. All
EAS equipment manufactured afterAug. 1, 2003, must be able
to selectively receive, display, transmit and log the event
codes. Stations that replace their EAS equipment after Feb.
1, 2004, must install EAS equipment with these capabilities.

Child abduction emergency
The Child Abduction Emergency event code was adopt-

ed to meet the tremendous growth in state and local
AMBER (America's Missing: Broadcast Emergency Re-
sponse) Plans. The Association of Radio Managers in
Dallas started the nation's firstAMBER Plan in 1996 after the
abduction and murder of nine -year -old Amber Hagerman.

In 2001, the National Center for Missing and Exploited
Children started a campaign to expand AMBER programs
nationwide. Today, there are 66 local, regional and state-
wide AMBER Plans across the nation.1Wenty-four of those
programs are operated on a statewide level. Most use a
combination of EAS, website and e-mail distribution, high-
way message signs and broadcast fax to disseminate
Amber Alerts to the media and general public.

Boost your ratings
Stations that agree to voluntarily broadcast state and local

EAS messages may not only save their listeners' lives, but
also could increase their ratings, listener loyalty and public
service image.

One advantage of transmitting the EAS codes is that the
codes will activate tone -alert EAS receivers available to
consumers. For example,ASI Industries manufactures the
tone -alert Emergency Alert Sentinel receiver that can be
tuned to any AM or FM radio station, whether you are the
local primary station or not. Anytime the station activates
EAS, the receiverwill tone -alert and then play the message.

Another image booster idea is a sales promotion where
local advertisers donate EAS receivers to local schools, day
care centers, hospitals, nursing homes, government agen-
cies and other at -risk facilities.
Wolf is chairman of the Houston, Texas -area LECC.

More online
EDOCS

hraunfoss.fcc.goviedocs_public
AS/

www.asiindustrieslic.com
Houston AMBER Plan
www.amber-plan.net

NCMEC
www.ncmec.org/html/amberplan.html

10 February 2003 www.beradio.com



 Connects simultaneou 3Iy wit the ISDN
and Pats lines.

 Four input mixer

 Worldwide IS
- 

r

01.1 gmagain meiAE MIME=
MIMI= IL.65-11 V! gym _OM

52.79S
r-1 Dual Channel ISDN Audio Codec:

phone: 954 5 EYJ 7499 Unique rnultiplexing caF:abilb3s.
fax: 954 581 7733 Connects well with ctter mar- iufacturer's codecs
salesaseqbroadcasteem

 Hands incoming analog cats with frequency extensionwvirmalocibroadcastcom pow'
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For more detailed in'ormation visit us at www.arrakis-systems.com or call (97C) 461-0730
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RF Enuineering

Often -forgotten FCC rules
By John Battison, P.E., technical editor, RF

The FCC creates and enforces the rules that

the chief engineer is regarded as the fount
of all FCC knowledge.

radio stations live by. Inevitably it seems that

Long ago, when stations had engineer-
ing staffs, a station would have a chief RF
engineer and also a chief audio engineer.
Talent weren't allowed to touch a disk,
and with eight -hour shifts at the transmit-
ter with a complete set of readings taken
every half-hour, the chief engineer was an
important person.

The station engineer is often the person
who prepares applications

for filing with the FCC, and
who is responsible for
the safe keeping and ex-
hibition of licenses and
associated FCC material. In
small stations the chief en -

47
gineer should be consulted

concerning the compilation
of the public information file
(PIF) because of his familiari-

ty with the FCC. Responsibility
for the compilation of the PIF

Keep a current set of FCC rules on hand at
every station and familiarize yourself with
any changes as they are made.

should not be dumped on the chief engi-
neer alone. The station manager, or his
responsible delegate, should work with
the chief engineer. Only the station man-
ager or his appointees will be familiar
with the actions taken to meet local lis-
tening area needs, or complaints con-
cerning programming. Often signal inter-
ference letters are mailed to the station
but are lost on their way to the engineer-
ing department.

Many years ago the Commission's rules
were divided into logical groups so that
technical and administrative requirements
were kept separate. However, now that AM,
FM and TV technical rules are interspersed
throughout Part 73, it becomes important
to read every rule.

When the FCC was formed in 1934, the

existing rules inherited from its predecessor, the Federal
Radio Commission, were incorporated plus additional
rules necessitated by expanded broadcast activity. It
seems that the number of rules peaked around the 1970-
1980 period. Since then they have been decreasing in the
old, original technical area, while adding new technical
rules as communications science advances in the more
esoteric systems.

In the early days of radio broadcasting equipment tended
to be unstable and its continuous performance capabili-
ties were unknown. As a result, it was necessary for the FCC
to publish strict, and in many ways confining, rules to
ensure efficient operation and prevent interference. Most
of the old, restrictive rules have been eased, particularly in
the area of AM directional antenna operation. It's interest-
ing to note however, that the original AM frequencystability
rule of plus or minus 20Hz has not changed.

The modern rulebook
There are a few former mandatory rules that still have big

teeth in them. Rules that once had such stern requirement
forweekly or daily inspection and verification, now say that
these things should be done as needed. Unfortunately (in
the sense of being an essential action), the new rules nearly
say "...must be made..." I said unfortunately because
lacking a specific directive makes it is easy to overlook
such instructions. For example, consider rule 73.1580.

Rule 73.1580 requires that regular inspections be made.
No specified interval is prescribed, nor is any method of
record keeping indicated. Nevertheless, FCC inspection
records will be required. Apart from the legality of making
periodic inspections, good engineering practice requires
that equipment be inspected and its condition noted. Not
only is it a requirement, it becomes a useful piece of
information when something breaks down.

Rule 73.1590 covers equipment performance measure-
ments. Most of the old, often complicated, demanding and
laborious AM and FM transmitter performance measure-
ments have been deleted. The rule lists the circumstances
underwhich equipment performance measurements have
to be made. This rule lists a few circumstances that require
equipment performance measurements to be made. As a
result, such measurements can be overlooked, even when
performing one of the operations listed in the rule.

The Commission has re-examined its tower locating and
identifying routine. All licensed towers receive a unique
identifying number, which must be displayed legibly and
clearly on the fence surrounding the tower. Failure to
identify the tower in a manner satisfactory to the FCC
inspector results in a stiff fine. I

12 February 2003

E-mail Battison at batcom@bright.net.

www.beradio.com



YOU NEED THE NEW APHEX 20213MKIII Auc 10 PROCESSOR
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SYSTEMS
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Mod& 2020 Aucho Proc Issor MkILI

Settling for flabby, undefined bass? Buried, clouded, mids? Shrill, annoying high end
that you just can't tune out of your current processor? Is your only comfort that some of
your neighbors on the dial sound as bad or worse than you do? Then it's time to step up to
the new Aphex 2020MkIII.

Radically new processing algorithms and circuitry bring even greater loudness while maintain-
ing clarity and musicality. The bass is tight, deep and resonant, the mids are detailed and for-
ward, and the highs are open and natural. The 2020MkIll is so powerful, yet so clean, it is
the only "broadcast" processor used in world class post production and mastering facilities.

With an extensive range of useful controls you can readily achieve your own unique sonic
signature ....a sound that you'll never want to get rid of.

Call us today to audition the new 2020MkIll at your station.

APHEXSYSTEMS
Improving the way the world soundssm
11068 Randall Street, Sun Valley, CA 91352 U.S.A
818-767-2929 Fax: 818-767-2641 www.aphex.com

Aphex is a registered trademark of Aphex Systems



As the complexity of potential threats increases, so
must the measures taken to ensure system security.

Networks

Firewalls and security
By Kevin McNamara, CNE

)inputerketworks are increasingly vulner-
able to security threats, and e-mail is per-
haps the ost critical threat.

I ndushf analyst IDC predicts that by 2005
there will be 1.2 billion email boxes and 36
billion person -to -person e -mails each day.
Virtual Private Networks (VPNs) permit
remote workers to access company net-
works through high-speed broadband con-
nections such as cable and DSL. The pro-
liferation of remote PCs attached to comp-
any networks opens new holes, which can
be exploited by hackers.

Security issues
The reality of In-

ternet security was
characterized by
CERT, the Comp-
uter Emergency Re-
sponseTeam:1) the
expertise of intrud-
ers is increasing, 2)
the sophistication
of attacks and avail-
able tools and tool -
kits is increasing,
and 3) the effective
ness of intruders is
increasing due to
the amount of in-

formation passed to less knowledgeable
intruders, making them more effective.

CERT lists the following as potential com-
promises to a network:

1) Rojan Horse (viruses) - There is an
increase in incidents involving viruses,
which can be difficult to control because
users can easily take actions without un-
derstanding the consequences. 2) Internet
sniffers can intercept traffic over a physical
network, which permits intruders to exam-
ine network traffic between machines,
gather user names and passwords and
capture e -mails. 3) Large scale attacks are
used by knowledgeable intruders to scan
large numbers of hosts for vulnerabilities.
4) Distributed attack tools can scan large
numbers of hosts and networks, identify
machines with vulnerabilities, compromise
the host and install distributed attack tools

on the host machine, gaining information such as user
names and passwords, which can then be sent invisibly to
the intruder. 5) Distributed DoS (denial of service) attack
tools amplify the ability of a hacker to propagate sufficient
traffic over a network to effectively slow or stop any
legitimate communication using multiple computers.

Network survivability
By definition,survivability is"the capability of a system to

fulfill its mission,in a timely man ner, in the presence of attacks,
failures or accidents" In practice, the result of a system's
survivability is determined by the ultimate impact of an
event, i.e. server failure, attack, rather than its specific cause.

For the purpose of evaluating the survivability of a network,
determine the computing environment in which it operates
- bounded or unbounded. Bounded systems are those that
the user has total control over, such as a company network
that is not connected tothe Internet. Unbounded systems are
those where each participant has an incomplete view of the
whole. Unbounded systems are generally comprised of a
connected group of unbound systems, i.e. different net-
works communicating through the Internet.

Firewall
One of the most effective methods to secure bounded

networks that have an Internet connection (unbounded
network) is to use a firewall. A firewall is typically a
hardware device, but may also be software, which acts like
a gatekeeper from the outside world and can filter certain
data traffic entering the network. Firewalls can be based on
three methods:

Racket filtering. Packets of data are compared to a filter
specification. If the data contained within the packets match
the criteria, then they may be allowed to pass or be rejected.

Stateful inspection. Uses a connection table to track data
traffic over multiple flows of data traffic. Stateful inspection
compares key portions of the packet against a database of
trusted information. Forexample,the firewall might compare
traffic originating from inside the firewall to incoming traffic.

Application proxy This firewall does not permit data to go
directly through, rather, it acts like a server to clients within
the firewall and like a client to servers outside the firewall.
This makes the resource within the firewall look invisible
to the outside world.

McNamara, Radio's consultant on computer technology, is
president of Applied Wireless Inc., New Market, MD.

All of the Networks articles have been approved by the SBE
Certification Committee as suitable study material that may
assist your preparation for the SBE Certified Broadcast Network-
ing Technologist exam. Contact the SBE at (317) 846-9000 or
go to www.sbe.org for more information on 5/3/- Certification

14 February 2003 www.beradio.com



RA M BROADCAST SYSTEMS, INC.

Building Broadcast Furniture
for over 35 Years

STARTING AT

$2,484

USA
(847) 487-7575

PREWIRED
SYSTEMS
AVAILABLE

STANDARD BROADCAST FURNITURE

SOLID SURFACE OR LAMINATED TOP
10 YEAR WARRANTY ON SOLID SURFACES
RICH STAINED OAK TRIM
LAMINATED VERTICALS
REVERSIBLE PUNCH BLOCK PANEL
4 3/8" KICK BASE
30 " HIGH TABLE TOP (38" OPTIONAL)
12 RACK UNIT UT LITY HOUSING
12 RACK UNIT PEDESTAL BAYS
POP OUT REAR PANELS
CABLE WIRE TRAYS
ASSORTMENT OF COLORS
GUEST WINGS AVAILABLE
OVERBRIDGES AVAILABLE

www.ramsyscom.com CANADA
(705) 722-4425

BROADCAST TOOLS® EiBUY
switcher/routers are improved with new front

'lack ilitiesThe upgraded SS 2.1 /TERM III & BNC III

panel switches. They may be used as a desktcp
device, and are Equipped with mounting holes for
wall mount insta lation or may be installed on
the new RA -1 "Rack -Able" 1RU mounting shelf.

The new "Rack -Able" SS 4.1 III switcher
replaces the poplar SS 3.1 while adding a
forth stereo input channel and front
panel control. We've kept the best of the
SS 3.1 features aid added a few more.

The new Silence Monitor III improves on
the features of the original SSM, with
front -panel control, removable screw
terminals, "Plug & Play" installation,
built-in program switcher, restore timing
delay, aural alarm and relays for most
remote functions. Now rackable!

The new SS 8.- II switcher replaces the
popular 6x1 with the addition of two more stereo
input channels and GPI, while keeping the price the
same! The SS 8.1 II may be desktop, wall mounted or
installed on the new "Rack -Able" mounting sielf.

The new RA -1 (1 -RU rack shelf) provides mounting for three
tn-rack or two half -rack "Rack -Able" configured products. The
RA -1 is pre -drilled for flush and recessed product mounting.
The RA -1 is furnished with filler panels and mounting hardware.

MI

Look for additional
"Rack-Able"products soon.

SS 2.1D1

SS 11.111

SS 4.111T. SILENCE MONITOR la

RA -1 with FP -IT Filler Panel

www.broadcasttools.com

t o o Is
639 sunset Park Drive  Suite 101
Sed-o-Woolley, WA 98284 USA

(360) 854-9559  FAX: (360) 854-9479
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FCC Update

FCC to crack down on fee delinquents
By Harry Martin

-

Historically,once the Commission has acted, it has 40 days
to rescind or modify its decision. If it does not act within
that time frame, and if no one seeks reconsideration or
review of the decision, then the decision becomes final and
the parties subject to the decision can move ahead, know-
ing that the Commission's decision was final.

But under the concept that the FCC has proposed, parties
would never be able to say for sure that an action had been
finalized because the Commission would reserve the right
to rescind any action at any time in the future, should it
determine that money was owed by the applicant at the
time of the action.

It also is unclear from the proposed rules whether the taint
of delinquency for old debts can spread from the delin-
quent payer to innocent parties who own the station in the
future. For example,if a station owner sells it without paying
regulatory fees for several years, would the FCC apply the
red light rule to the new owner?

SESAC gets tough
A federal jury has ordered two FM stations in Pitts-

burgh to pay SESAC more than $1.2 million for playing
SESAC-licensed arrangements of "Grandma Got Run
Over By A Reindeer"and "Silent N ight" without a SESAC
license. The damages were awarded against the two
stations and the president of the station's licensee
corporation as an individual.

The AC and classic rock stations were ordered to pay
damages for repeatedly playing 31 SESAC songs. The
stations used to have SESAC licenses, but let them expire
in 1989.
This was one of the first jury trials involving copyright

infringement by a broadcaster since 1998, when the Su-
preme Court ruled that litigants in copyright cases have a
right to jury trial. Before that, judges awarded damages that
were typically $1,000 to $5,000 per song. In 1999, the limit
on damages per song was raised from $100,000 to $150,000.
SESAC reports that a blanket license would have cost each
station only $5,000 per year. The jury awarded damages
ranging from $1,000 to $150,000 per song.

Martin is an attorney with Fletcher, Heald & Hildreth, PLC.,
Arlington, VA. E-mail martin@fhhlaw.com.

eline:
On J _me 1, 2003, renewal applications are due for

radio stations in the District of Columbia, Virginia,
West Virginia and Maryland. Pre -filing renewal
announcements must begin April 1, 2003, for stations
in those locations. In February, the FCC will be
sendirg renewal packets to affected stations.

rhe FCC has proposed new rules that will
significantly upsize the downside of try-
ing to stiff the Commission when it comes
to paying regulatory and other fees. In

particular, the FCC has proposed to with-
hold action on any application filed by
anyone who is delinquent on any filing
fees, regulatory fees or other debt owed to
the Commission.

It is not immediately clear how the Com-
mission would implement the new rules.
The easiest way would be to have the
Commission's application processorsc heck
for any payment delinquencies associated
with the applicant's Federal Registration
Number (FRN). The Commission now re-
quires that all applications contain the FRN
of the applicant, which should make it easy
for the staff to cross check against missing
fees associated with any particular FRN. It
was inevitable that once the FCC got every-
one registered with a unique FRN, it would
use that number to track whether the com-
panies it regulates are delinquent in pay-
ments due to the agency.

Of course,the FCC's FRN system might not
be a perfect way to check, because the
Commission permits a single entity or per-
son to have multiple FRNs. So perhaps the
Commission will also insist that applicants
provide some other unique identifier-
theirtaxpayer ID numbers, for instance-to
permit a more reliable check of the files.
And, the Commission might also revise its
application forms to require the applicant
to certify that there are no outstanding fees.

The so-called "red light" rule would have
a couple of safety provisions to prevent
major hardship or unfairness. For example,
it would not apply if the delinquent pay-
ment is being challenged or in emergency
situations, nor would it apply to fines im-
posed by the FCC that have not been
enforced in court.

Still, the proposal has some scary ele-
ments. For exam ple,the FCC proposes to be
able to rescind actions on granted applica-
tions-even years after their approval-if
it discovers that it was owed money at
the time the application was granted.
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"Over 15,000 games on
Comrex codecs, and we've
never lost a broadcast."
-Doug Lane, ISM Techn cal
Consultant' to the NBA an-_i NHL
and Technical Director for WEEI

BSW EXCLUSIVE

FREE Remote Bag with Purchase!

Purchase a Comrex cocfac from
BSN and receive this specially
nixie Comrex Remote Bag
perfect for storing all your gear.
Exclusively from BSW while
supplies last. Order today.

BSW is the World's #1 Comrex Dealer.
1.890.426.8434 www.bswusa.com
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the show takes tothe road
Take advantage of lightweight

and compact equipment

to make your remote

broadcasts a snap.

Ihave a confession to make. In my 20 -
year radio career, I've discovered that
one of the things I dislike the most is

setting upand running a remote broadcast.
Maybe it has something to do with years of
hauling heavy equipment around to mul-
tiple remote sites, or all the lousy remote
food that's settled around my waist, but I
really prefer to keep remote broadcasts at
arm's length.
As the technology leader of my stations,it's

up to me to figure out how to make our
remotes better, faster and cheaper. And who

better to figure it out than the guy who
hates doing them? Much like the

comic -strip character Beetle
Bailey, the individual who's

stuck with an unpleasant
task will come up with

the easiest and fast-
est way to get

it done.

www.beradio.com



When a station owns several vehicles, it
helps to standardize their operation as
much as possible.

I got in the business a little late to have
experienced the joys of lugging a 100 -
pound remote mixer up several flights of
stairs,although I've certainly carted around
my share of PA amplifiers and speakers in
that weight class. Not only is it physically
fatiguing to transport, it's not much fun
muscling such equipment in and out of
remote venues with small doorways and
expensive flooring and furnishings. Inevi-
tably, the engineer's knuckles or the fancy
doorway trim take a beating from sharp -
edged cooling fins that do not clear the
door opening.

The time factor is also part of my personal
dislike of remotes. After working a full 40 -
hour week, it's not appealing to spend most
of a weekend setting up one or more re-
motes, especially if the setup is difficult and
complicated. Some years ago I was respon-
sible for a weekly Sunday evening talk
show remote at a restaurant inside a mall.
Because of technical issues related to the
location, this one -hour broadcast required
about three hours of setup, teardown and
travel time. The setup time was wildly
disproportionate to the on -air time.

Invention's necessity
There has to be a better way to do remotes.

Thanks to equipment advances over the
years, current equipment designs result in
remotes that use lighter, more compact
equipment that make setup and tear -down
simple and fast.

For most radio stations,the usual options for
sending audio to the studio from an outside
location involve either the telephone com-
pany or an RF system. For example, in our
duster of four stations in ilicson, AZ, the
majority of remotes are covered with 450MHz
RPU equipment. We also have POTS codecs
and some ISDN equipment available forthose
remotes where RPU equipment isn't feasible
because of range or terrain limitations. In a

the show takes tothe road
pinch or as a last resort, we can fall back to the lowly
cellular telephone.
Each of our station vans is installed with RPU-

equipment installations that are plug -and -play. This
is necessary because the promotions staffers and
their interns are, for the most part, enthusiastic about
their jobs-but not technically adept. Most remotes
involve parking the van in a location that provides
a useable RPU signal, and then using a wireless
microphone system to connect the radio talent
inside the remote location.

Looking for some
free time?

You need
iMediaTouch.

Frustrated with your current digital audio delivery system?

Since 1984 over 500 radio stations around the wort have

trusted ifsiledaTouch broadest automation software. With
a host of award winning features designed to save toll-ibme

and re.ot irces without breaking the bank. the MectaTouch

digital audio delivery systems easy b use and dependable
time after time

it ec aTouch broadcast automation software.

Big market dependability. Small market affordability.

f.

NER See us el NAB 2003 Apra 5-10, 2003
-I.. Las Vegas NV Booth *N2937

To *Id nemcre raps Tol Free 888 665 050/ cr
clamber, a 47EE Ma( wrson al eswacartnEt
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the show takes tothe road
This approach does not work in every remote

situation, and there are other drawbacks. The
dreaded shopping -mall remotes cannot be done
easily with most RPU equipment. Because of loca-
tion issues, security concerns and equipment lim-
itations, we have gone through some interesting
gyrations to get an RPU signal from some locations,
including placing a transmitter on the mall's roof. A
vehicular RPU repeater system would work much
better in these situations, and I have used them with
great success in other markets. However, they tend

Great Software from BSI
S1 created Simian digital
utomation, but did you know

that we have a whole family of
products for Radio?

aveCart, Stinger, Speedy,
kimmer aml WebConnect can
II work together to make your
tation function professionally
nd sound amazing. In addition

to our software, we offer
miner products such as sound
arils, editing software traffic
nil billing software and various
they accessories.

ny and all of our programs
available for download. So
nstall our software and play
ith it for as long as you want.
nee you've decided that,.. -

be software for your sta
ve us a call or order online.

roadcast Software
international
925 Bailey Bill Road, Suite A
ugene, OR 97405
ww.bsitisaxom

188-BSI-US_A1 (888-274-8721)
nfo@

ara el espanol, Hamada Felipe
has ez. Dist ribuidor de los:
.F,.1 .

9161 368-6332
chavezgommedianet.com

...ma.. .0

\\aveCarl
digital tat t

machine

$299

WeliConnect Pro
email remote
control

$299

Simian
digital

automation
51499

4 Stinger
instant audio
player

$199

..*

ca,) audit.

$299

Speedy 4.9

CI) -to -PC
recorder

$199

I

I

Thousands of users have discovered how
easy and versatile BSI software really is.

Test and try before you buy.

To
simplify

operation, the RPU
in the GMC Yukon used by KZPT The

Point is mounted in the cabinetry. This
protects the equipment and places it in a

convenient location.

to be a little too complex for the typical
promotional staffer to be able to set
up effectively.

Running the RPU transmitteroff the stock
battery in the vans also presents problems,
because the battery will run down quickly
if the van's engine isn't running. The extra
wear and tear on a vehicle's engine from
an idling engine does not make manage-
ment happy. To eliminate this undesired
wear, we installed separate batteries and
electrical systems in each of the vans for
the RPU equipment, but this approach is
fairly expensive.

In some locations, the permanently at-
tached RPU antenna on the van roof does
not provide an adequate signal into the
studio receiver, and we have to connect an
external yagi antenna for additional gain. We
have constant problems with these anten-
nas and with connecting cables being dam-
aged by inexperienced crews. I have a stack
of yagis on my bench that are unusable
because the center pin on the N connector
has been destroyed by clumsy handling,
even after we have taken pains to perma-
nently attach adapters in an attempt to pro-
tect the N connector from rough treatment.

At some locations where the use of RPU
equipment is difficult, we've had some
success using POTS codecs where phone
lines are available. These early -generation
models tend to be persnickety about line
conditions, and they won't always work
consistently on a given phone line. In
some locations, we have had to run phone
wires a considerable distance across hall-
ways and open areas to get a phone line
to the desired location.

However, in many instances the POTS
units are just the ticket for simple remotes.
They are easy enough for non -technical
people to set up and use, and they are light
and fairly easy to pack. We've been able to
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Wodel lIn Bays Ind}, Input Power Price

111P-1 1 500 W 5250

MP -2 2 BOO mu S650

MP -3 I R 800 W 5950

MP -4 4 800 W 51,250

MP -4R 4 1000 W 51,750

111P-5 5 3000 W 52.250

111P-6 II 6 3000 W 52.7f 0

Pnatt 1r Pt

Illodel Ile flays Mar, Input Power Price

GP- I 1 1500 W 5350

GP -2 1000 W S1,350

GP- I 3 4500 W 51,800

GP -4 4 6000 W 52,500

GP -5
5

6000 W 52,900

GP -6 6 8000W 53,500

Model Ile. Bees Max. Input Power Price

SGP-1 1 3000 W 5650

SGP -2 2 6000 W 52.450

SGP-3 3 8000 W 53,500

SGP-4 4 8000 W 54.300

SGP-5 5 8000 W 55,100

SGP-6 6 8000 W S5,900

SGP-6R 6 15000 W 56.500

Please Contact the OMB flmerica
Sales Department, for other

antenna systems configurations

EUROPE

Commercial IL T.V. Factory:
Avda. Sae Antonio, 41
Telefs.: 976.50. 46.96 (6 lines)
Fax 976.16.31.70
50410 CUARTE DE HUERVA

(Zaragoza)

Antenna & Radio Factory:
(amino de los Albares, 14, bolos
Telefs.: 976.50. 35. 80 (6 lines)
Fax 976.50. 38. 55
50410 CARTE DE HUERVA  (Zaragoza)
Internet. http://www.omb.es
e-mail: ombcom@infonegocio.com
Video(onference(RDSI) 976 46 32 00

INTERNATIONAL DIVISION

3100 NW 72 nd. Avenue Unit 112

MIAMI, Florida 33122

Ph.. 305 477-0973 - 305 477-097416 lines)

Fax: 305 477-0611

Internet. http://www.omb.com

e-mail. ombusa@bellsouth.net

Videoronfcrence: 1305 5940991/92

The b ction
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the show takes tothe road
get them to work in some less -than -ideal conditions.
I set up a Las Vegas hotel room remote recently
where the only accessible phone line was the fax
port on the room phone. Surprisingly, our older

POTS unit

This cabinet is
mounted off the floor of the Chevy Express van

used for KFFN-AM. This mount provides clear floor
space for stowing heavier materials.

worked without any trouble with this arrangement. Note that first,
we were really lucky, and second, analog ports on hotel phone
systems are not necessarily appropriate for use with a POTS codec.
In some cases, equipment damage can result if a codec is connected
to the wrong phone jack.

ISDN is an effective way to get remote audio to the studio. Once the
hardware and the ISDN lines are in place, the ease and audio quality
of ISDN remotes are hard to beat. I first began to use ISDN for talk -show
remotes on an AM station years ago, and it was a monumental
improvement over the noisy RPU system we had been using. Not only
that, but the return audio from the studio available with the ISDN system
was indispensable for cues and call screening purposes. Previously,
the station had been using cell phones forthis purpose, back in the days
when cellular airtime was much more expensive than it is now and
having a return path from the studio was a convenience.

The downsides of ISDN are the expense of the equipment, and the
expense of the ISDN phone lines. In our situation, it's not practical
to install ISDN circuits for most remotes, because the expense is not
justified for a one -lime broadcast. We do a weekly remote from a
local nightclub where dance music originates from the club and
broadcast over one of our stations, in stereo. ISDN has proven to be
ideal for this purpose.

Look ahead
Always keep an eye on emerging remote broadcast technologies.

Anything that allows us to do remotes with less physical effort and
less setup time is a potential winner, if the cost and practicality are
right. A couple of items in this category are Part 15 digital audio

seXp ONE Of THE MOST POPULAR
CONSOLES EVERY!

For more de*.a lei ,nformattoi visit us at www.arrakis-systems.com or call (970) 461-0730
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The
weakest
point of an
RPU antenna is the
RF connector. Careless handling will
significantly shorten their useful life.

transmitters and audio transmission via
TCP/IP Unfortunately, neither of these cat-
egories has produced equipment that has
reached a stage of comfortable maturity.

The smaller/faster/lighter requirements
also carry over to all the other stuff we are
usually obligated to bring out on remotes.
Probably nothing in the remote kit is more
difficult to transport than a PA system, but
usually it's a must -have item to make your
remote stand out above the noise on loca-
tion. We have been using the Fender
Passport portable PA systems with great
success at our remotes. They are reason-
ably light and mostly self-contained, and
(the best part of all) they are easy for non-
technical personnel to operate.

One of the best ways to reduce remote
setup time is to package separate pieces of
equipment together using a rack case. If
your station is doing lots of complicated
talk -show remotes, it makes the job a lot
easier if the audio mixer, headphone am-
plifier, and codec of choice are all moun-
ted together in a rack case. The intercon-
necting cables can be pre -connected, so
that the only on -site setup required is to
hook up ac power,microphones and head-
sets and the phone line. I created remote
kits in this manner at one station cluster,
packaged for different remote situations
(using either RPU or ISDN/POTS equip-
ment). Make sure that the equipment is
securely mounted within the racks. If a
piece of remote equipment has a heavy
back end and isn't supported correctly,
there is a good chance you will get the case
back with broken equipment inside. This
also applies to those ubiquitous wall -wart
and power -line lump ac supplies, which
have a tendency to work loose inside
remote equipment cases.

In my career, I've set up radio remote
broadcasts involving everything from gi-
ant boomboxes to giant cash machines,

popcorn machines, blimps and banners. Even
though I don't do many remotes anymore, I'm
always on the lookout for equipment that will give
my stations a competitive advantage in the remote
arena. In a crowded radio market, remote broad-
casts are an important tool for pushing your sta-
tion's brand above the clutter. Making remotes
better, faster and easier is one way I can help our
guys win.

Sherrill is chief engineer for the Journal Broadcast
Group/Tucson Operations.

SC M S INC.
YOU- KNOW - WE- KNOW - RADIO!

YOU'LL FLIP OVER OU

 26 Years of
PersonalService

 Competitive Prices for over
600 Quality Manufacturers
of New Equipment

 Extensive Rental Fleet
(Audio, RF, Codecs,
Test Equipment,
and more!)

SERVICE!

 Experienced Staff
 Huge Stock of Rebuilt

RF and Audio Gear
 Trade -Ins Welcomed

SCMS has you covered!

WEST COAST
Doug Tharp
Voice 8E8.272.2332
Cell 818 398.7314
Email dt larpaisan.rr.com

SOUTH-WEST
Tyler Callis
Cell 817 312.6338
Email tyler:allis.Iintegrity.corn

CENTRAL
Bernie O'Brien
Cell 731.695.1714
Email bernieot earthlink net

MID -WEST
Mary Schnelle
Voice 1.800.245.430
Fax 513.583.1343
Email mschnel maryschnelle

MID -SOUTH
Bob Mayben
Voice 877.3912650
Fax 256.543.0595
Email bobmayben

.corn

NORTH-EAST
Dan Lohse
Voice 908.722.6015
Fax 908.722.4359
Pager 877.792.8024
Email scmsnorth :aol corn

MID -ATLANTIC
Chris Singleton
Voice 410.348.9925
Fax 410.348.9924
Email csirglaadmv.com

CORPORATE SALES OFFICE - PINEVILLE, N.C.
Toll FREE 800.438.6040 Fax 704.889.4540

Email sales©scmsinc.com
www.scmsinc.com
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Consoles

Even in these days of

automation and consolidation,

the console is still an important

part of the radio station and serves

as the heart of the operation.

Through a greater degree of integration, the console surface can display more
information to the operator.

The audio console serves as the central control
point for all audio passing through the radio
station. Depending on the station's needs,it may

be a simple device with only a few controls or a
mammoth console with enough controls to make
any techno-geek happy. The controls range from
simple level (volume) controls to sophisticated
response equalization. It may contain controls for
multiple auxiliary sends for mix -minuses and IFB. It
may even contain the control panel for a routing
switcher and on -air telephone system.

The audio consoles of today can be divided into
two groups: analog and digital. Analog consoles
are popular and are still widely manufactured.
Analog consoles tend to be less expensive than
digital consoles, but this is changing rapidly. If a
need calls for a small console, analog consoles are
more cost-effective, and possibly the only solution
available. There are few small digital consoles
available, and most of those are not intended for
broadcast use. As your needs grow into larger and
more complicated consoles, the likelihood of find-
ing a cost-effective digital console increases. The

primary reason for this is the development cost of
new products. Generally, new technology is intro-
duced at the high end of the price range, and
gradually trickles down to the lower -priced units as
the initial development costs are defrayed. At last
year's NAB,prices for high -end digital consoles were
just beginning to be cost -competitive with compa-
rable analog consoles. It won't be much longer until
digital consoles will be considerably cheaper than
comparable analog consoles.

The analog consoles that are available now pos-
sess incremental advances on previous technology.
While most don't look much different than older
consoles, they often incorporate advanced features
such as surface -mount components and modular
construction. Many of these advances contribute to
better initial performance and better reliability. Many
are even providing indicators that never need replac-
ing during the life of the console through the use of
LED lamps or LCD displays. Electronic switching also
helps improve reliability by reducing the problems
associated with dirty switch contacts.

A seasoned change
The real changes have been in the area of digital consoles. For the

uninitiated, digital consoles accept digital signals or convert analog
sources to digital, then manipulate these signals by altering, mixing,
processing and controlling them with no degradation (assuming
the digital system has been designed properly). With the prolifer-
ation of digital sources in the radio stations today (CDs, computers
and digital satellites), the digital console has the advantage of not
having to convert all these signals back to analog and then to digital
again. The digital source can remain digital throughout the entire
system, all the way to the transmitter.

Digital console manufacturers have opted to follow two design
paths. Some have patterned their digital consoles after a typical
analog console. These consoles are self-contained with the possi-
ble exception of the power supply. The audio (analog or digital) is
brought to the console housing and controlled in dedicated
console sections.

The other approach provides a unit that houses most of the
electronics. The audio comes to and from this central unit, often
called an audio engine, which does not have to be at the console
operator's location. A control surface is connected to the engine
through a digital connection, usually a serial or CAT -5 cable. The
control surface issues digital commands to the central unit that tell
it what to do with the audio.
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The Best Digital Systems
It's a fact: 4,325 U.S. stations use 11,800
Scott digital workstations. One reason
Scott sells the most is that Scott systems
are the easiest to use. They're simple,
straightforward, intuitive and
powerful!
Another reason for Scott Studios'
popularity is that we offer more
choices, so your Scott system is
tailored to your needs and your price
range.

More U.S..stations
u4e,Sctoito-fizz.
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Digital Universe software that CBSI
and Wicks Broadcast Solutions sold for
$9,000 is now owned, updated and
improved by Scott Studios. And it can
now be yours for only $1,495! Digital
Universe radio automation includes
on -air software with full capabilities
for music on hard drive, including
Voice Tracker, production recorder and
CD ripper. Simply add your own
computer and an inexpensive non-
proprietary sound card. Or, for a small
labor charge, Scott Studios will install
Digital Universe on Dell computers at
no hardware markup over factory
prices.
All Scott Studios' systems feature "wet"
Voice Tracking, where announcers
hear music heads, tails and segues in
their headphones. "Wet" Voice
Tracking makes recorded shifts sound
smoother than the "dry" recordings of
other affordable software. For $249
extra, any computer in your station can
be a Digital Universe Voice Tracker!
Scott Studios also offers pre -dubbed
Digital Universe music libraries, on -
site training and satellite format
capabilities. For details, go to
digitaluniverse.com.

24/7 Technical Support: 888 -SCOTT -411
(972) 620-2211 FAX: (972) 620-8811
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Scott systems have radio's most robust
ha:dware, including redundant power
supplies, back plane rack cases and easy to
open ball bearing pull-out rack drawers.

Maestro

Computer Concepts' Maestro-and its
predecessor, DCS-are widely
regarded as radio's most robust and
most reliable automation systems.
Many are still in daily use after 13
years. (Computer Concepts is a wholly
owned subsidiary of Scott Studios.)
Maestro leads the industry in unat-
tended local spot insertions in network
shows, and walk away automation for
satellite formats. Maestro is very
powerful at handling multiple
background recordings and time
shifting of programs.
Maestro has one of live radio's best
phone recorder/editors, automated
satellite or Internet distribution of spots,
music, liners and news for hub -and -
spoke clusters, and a sophisticated
ability to think and make inf
decisions during automated shiffior

med.
You

can relax, knowing Maestro is handling
every situation as you desire.
Maestro integrates seamlessly with our
Voice Tracker, pre -dubbed music on
hard drive, and famous NewsRoom
copy and audio editor. Maestro 3.3 now
includes the industry's best CD ripper,
Cart Chunk compatibility, and records
and plays WAVE files.

Best SS32

Scott Studios' SS32 is both the best and
best-selling digital studio system-
regardless of brand-because SS32 has
the best user interface and is easiest to
use. Also, SS32 offers virtually every
feature radio stations want!
SS32 offers an Invincible hot standby
with hands -free auto -transfer. It
switches in less than a second, picking
up at the exact syllable where the first
one left off. It's one reason why so many
stations in New York, Chicago, Los
Angeles, Houston, Boston, Dallas and
many other major markets choose Scott.
SS32's built-in phone recorder has an
easy -to -use jog wheel and adds auto -
sequencing features you can't get
anywhere else.
SS32's Voice Tracker also leads the
industry with convenient features for
local and distant city use.
You also get Cart Chunk and News -
Room compatibility, auto -fill for
network breaks, macros to simplify
schedules, Power Fill so programming
ends as specific times and remote
control over the Internet.
For more info, go to scottstudios.com, or
call toll -free: 888 -GET -SCOTT

Scote Seadio4,
13375 Stemmons Freeway, Suite 400

Dallas, Texas 75234 USA888 -GET -SCOTT



Consoles All of this wizardry of the
high -end digital consoles
is made possible by inte-

grating the console with a digital routing switcher.
In most cases, the console surface and the router are
from the same manufacturer, but there are some
choices that combine one manufacturer's surface
with another's router. The router capability greatly
expands the capability of the console, allowing
control of audio from multiple sources and destina-
tions with a limited number of console channels.

Millenium

by
Mark Stennett,
V. P. Engineer
NEXT Media Group

Radio Systems has the right board for the job at

hand, with comprehensive logic and audio choices.

Installation is a snap, and maintenance costs will

be minimal because Radio Systems uses extensive

VCA technology & electronic switching.

I have overseen more than 5o Millenium Console

installations - Radio Systems has a great product

and a 'can do' attitude.

EIZEIWIT13 

601 Heron Drive, Logan Township, New Jersey 08085
(856) 467-8000 voice (856) 467-3044 fax www.radiosystems.com

A wide choice in digital consoles
exists to fit small and large installations.

As the console is more fully integrated
with the routing switcher it is possible to
have multiple consoles (control surfaces)
operating with one routing switcher, so
audio sources can be easily shared among
control rooms without the use of addi-
tional wiring and distribution amplifiers.
The audio source is connected directly to
the router. If the source is digital, it goes
straight in. If it is analog, it is converted to
digital (usually in the router) and is then
available to the system. One or more
control rooms can use this source at the
same time with no additional work, since
the router takes care of it all.

The same can be true for outputs from the
console. Most consoles have several out-
puts, usually identified as program, audi-
tion,auxiliary,utility,sends and mix -minus.
The way in which it is used defines the
primary difference between any of these
outputs. They are all audio outputs,but the
compliment of sources assigned to them
gives them greater flexibility. By using a
routing switcher to multiply the capability,
digital consoles can appear to have more
outputs than they physically have.

The addition of the routing switcher has
now expanded the capability of the sys-
tem, making the console a virtual chame-
leon, able to change character at a mo-
ment's notice. This feature alone has made
digital consoles more attractive to radio
owners with more than one station in a
market. Once a system is set up, resources
can be shared and the facility's entire
operations can be consolidated.

Another new feature available on digital
consoles is an expanded display. Some
digital consoles no longer use dedicated
meters, but use a computer monitor in-
stead -often a flat -screen display-to in-
dicate audio mix levels, the time and count -
up or count -down timer. When the auxil-
iary controls are activated, these monitors
will display information corresponding to
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Join us at the Radio Luncheon
on

Tuesday,
April 8 for the induction ofScott Shannon,

Air Personality,
WPU into

and Program Director,
the NAB Broadcasting

Hall of Fame.

SEE ONE OF COMEDY'S

BEST - LIVE!

NAB Opering
Celebration

with Bill Cosby

Sunday,
April 6, 2003

o Hotel and Casino
The Bellagi
Ticket reword

- _
_1.13 today an

Register by February
28, 200

save up to $200

off the regular price. Packages
start at $395. For

details and up-to-the-minute
information,

visit

www.nab.org/conventions/sab2003

You gotta network. You gotta learn. You gotta see. You gotta NAB.

Let's face it, time is money - now more than ever. For the most
comprehensive electronic media industry experience available, you'd be
wise to invest your time n an event with global returns.

NAB2003 is the only truly worldwide event for electronic media, offering
prcfessional networking opportunities with industry leaders from more
than 137 different countries. The Radio Management Conference is
guaranteed to leave you with the wisdom you need to succeed well into the
future. And there's no bigger or more complete showcase of broadcast
and multimedia products on the planet.

Make plans to attend NAB2003, The World's Largest Electronic Mecia
Show and the Radio Opening Reception on Sunday, April 6. Because if
you wanna know, You Gotta Go!

NAB
THE WORLD'S LARGEST
ELECTRONIC MEDIA SHOW

April 5-10, 2003  Las Vegas, NV

Conferences: April 5-10, 2003  Exhibits: April 7-10  www.nab.org/conventions/nab2003



Consoles
these controls. Some even show a graph-
ical representation of the equalization or
compression settings on the screen. Because all
the audio is being processed digitally, this sort of
advanced display is a logical progression. When a
display like this is used, more monitors can be

COMPANY

Booth N240,

INTEGRATED Ditl,ENsb

800,733.5011 www.contelec.com

Some console designs use video display for
system functions and metering. These
displays can also be used for other
equipment displays, minimizing the
clutter in the studio.

added for automation and news systems
to create a fully integrated appearance in
the control room.

Cost and effect
By now you are probably thinking that all

of this is going to add up to a lot of money,
and you may be right. However, remember
that you are buying more than just a con-
sole with these high -end systems. You are
buying multiple consoles and a routing
switcher. When you do a detailed cost
comparison, you may find it is less expen-
sive than you thought.

The purchase decision goes beyond
price, features and performance. Most
manufacturers will provide a user list on
request. Manufacturer support is also an
important aspect. Make sure the company
provides the kind of support the stations
need. Look into parts and costs for replace-
ment items, especially lamps and indica-
tors, switches and other mechanical items
that will wear quickly.

Don't let the variety of consoles intimi-
date you. Yes,there are lots of options,but
you will quickly find that many are not a
good fit for your station. Eliminate them
one -by -one and you will eventually come
down to a few choices that will be right
for you. I
Gordon Carter is chief engineer of WFMT-
FM, Chicago.

More online
Looking for console

manufacturers to help
you plan your next

project? A complete
list is available in the
online version of this

isle at www.beradio.com.
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ear post Run
-113CPWWeb-Based Launch your browser, get your spots No additional software.
Traffic/Scheduling Traffic is fully accommodated.
Documents a. -e converted to PDF files and are delivered by doNnload, email and fax.

Sign up FREE! Receive spots at no cost. .r-..1,asies-ft

AutomaticArchiving Spots available indefinitely. aciinw
Broadcast -Quality MP2/MP3 FAST and HASSLE -FREE!

-  -
aliNotificatitffi By email and fax. 7%7

t 24 r

I

tact Customer Service
1-877-708-7768 (SPOT)
www.slingspot.com

Introducinimbound Cho
Furniture," new from Ma
Systems, Inc. the manufacture'
The Best in Sound Furniture. So]
Choice Furniture is high qul
Stock studio furniture, featuring th
same high quality construction
methods and materials found in

Mager Systems. Inc. custom
furniture. All "Sound Choice
Furniture" includes solid surface
countertops. The standard catty is
stormy gray for the solid surface top
and a medium speckled gray on the
cabinets (see photos). Call todai to
see how Sound Choice Furniture wilt
benefit your studio.

111

slingspot.com

sou

*As shown.
excluding Console &

Guest Top

A Division of MIJO Corporation

ICE FURNITURE
iurniture hum the MailuiduiLif eiS of

ustom Studio Furniture

:411V kitAGER TEL: 623-780-0045 
sysTErdi www.magersystems.com  mager@ agersystems.ccm

"'lei 11W - Visit our website for more information

-9860
e

The Beer r-ISct.:nd

Sound Choice Furniture
offer these Fine

Standard Features:
 Solid Surface Tops
 1-1/2" thick 19 -ply plywood
cabinet construction
13 -ply Finland Birch access
panels

 No Particle Board or
melamine
10 -year Limited Warranty
Reversible Punch Block
cabinet
Modular - Many
Configurations, add-ons and
colors available
Built in ventilation
Fast Installation - No cabinet
assembly
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Building a

National Radio Network:

Expanding market share in the highly competi-
tive radio market requires a carefully consid-
ered formula and the flexibility to alter this

recipe on a case -by -case basis. Cumulus Broadcast-
ing, a division of Cumulus Media, owns FM and AM
radio stations that serve mid -sized markets through-
out the United States and the Caribbean. Cumulus
is currently in the midst of an expansion. What
factors go into the blueprint it brings to each new
market it seeks to penetrate, and what are the
nuances that allow each geographical area to es-
tablish its own identity?

For starters,when Cumulus enters an area it looks
to acquire a diverse group of stations that cater to
a cross section of the advertising market. Establish-
ing high quality programming is paramount, but
how is this goal achieved? Strategically choosing
those areas that are most likely to reap the benefits
of capital investment, the Cumulus business plan
calls for an aggressive improvement in signal qual-
ity and plant equipment.

Now more than ever, radio stations need to realize
that the bar has been set high with regard to audio
quality. CDs and greatly improved home -theater
systems have made the average listener accustom
to a digital sound quality that is far superior to the
product delivered less than a decade ago. As a
result, whether retooling an existing facility or de-
signing one from the ground up,Cumulus insists on
an all -digital pathway.

The place to start
Atlanta -based Cumulus relies on architects work-

ing in the area to bring a cohesive look to the entire

An Examination of

Cumulus Media

Strategic Planning
By Gary Esk(m

fleet of stations, but input from the people who will be most
responsible for the sound and feel of a local station, including on -

air talent, local engineers and market, production and program
managers, is carefully considered. Everything from a detailed
equipment list to the color of carpet is discussed at this initial stage.
System integrators from each local area are hired to execute the
design work. Cumulus also has a group of six regional engineers
on staff. Depending on the location, a staff engineer may also be
involved in the day-to-day execution of this design work. One
example is Dave Supplee, of Harrisburg, PA, who was a logical
choice to oversee the Pennsylvania project.

Economy of scale purchasing is also a critical part of Cumulus'
strategic planning. When the company completed the facility installa-
tion in Harrisburg, it centered the operation around a number of
Wheatstone digital consoles and Mosley digital STLs. Knowing that
they were about to begin work on several stations in Mobile, AL,
Cumulus purchased consoles forthis project at the same time, and were
able to negotiate a preferred rate from the manufacturer as a result.

They may not buy paperclips in bulk to get a discount, but Cumulus
does aggressively pursue any area where consolidation can save
money, including furniture purchase. The company analyzed the
amount of furniture it had purchased over the last several years,
projected its anticipated buys for the next 24-36 month period, and
cut a deal with European Cabinetry, their preferred vendor, that gave
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the Atlanta -based manufacturer the opportunity, based on
anticipated revenue, to purchase new equipment. Asa result
of this alliance, European Cabinetry then passed the savings
of several percentage points back to Cumulus. Based on the
volume of purchases that Cumulus makes for its three
hundred radio stations, buying in bulk applies to its relations
with Shure and other microphone manufacturers, as well as
vendors who make everything from mini -disc players to
distribution amplifiers.

Something old, something
When Cumulus acquires a new station,

existing equipment comes with the pur-
chase. If the equipment is in suitable
condition, it will be reused. If not, the
company will install a new system. Cumu-
lus is currently completing a facility in
Eugene, OR, and has centered the installa-
tion around a Broadcast Software Interna-
tional (BSI) Simian automation package.
Cumulus Media also owns BSI, which is
based in Eugene. The Cumulus strategy is
to make this set of radio stations a show-
case for the Simian system.

As part of its all -digital planning, Cumulus
sizes all of its facilities for IBOC, which it
believes will soon become the industry
standard. Although compressed digital
audio is still often used in many radio
stations, Cumulus is building its digital
pathway around a non -compressed path
that will take audio from digital consoles,
through digital transfer links and ultimat-
ely to the listener's car or home at the
industry standard of 44.1kHz/16bits.

The entire fleet of Cumulus stations is
networked, making it easy for an announ-
cer to listen to his or her most recent
program along with e -mailed comments
from an executive in Atlanta or a listener.
Production rooms can also share files for
use in promos or for study purposes, be-
cause all studios are tied together through
an FTP site operated out of Atlanta.

Eventually all the markets will be linked,
but at this time 20 company markets are
networked together using Eskimmer, a
hard disk audio logging system. Each
market has its own system. Accessed
through the Internet, Eskimmer records
every word that is broadcasted from the
Harrisburg facility. With a properly se-
cured password, any Cumulus employee
can log onto Eskimmer, click on a market
and locate an individual station. At this
point a calendar pops up. Files,kept active
for at least a year,are selectable by choos-
ing a station and the date and hour a
program was originally aired or by exe-
cuting a search based on the name of
a announcer.

UMW
While efforts are made to standardize facilities across the company,
individual station needs are still important to the facility's design.

Learn to
Adapt

Discover the versatile CAT -5 wiring solution that
integrates analog, digital and data signals. It's a
brilliant system of pre -made cables, adapters and
harnesses that will save you time and money
on your next digital -ready wiring project.

StudioHub - the new way to connect.

BY Radio Systems

Radio Systems, Inc. 601 Heron Drive, Logan Township, New Jersey 08085

(856) 467-8000 (856) 467-3044 fax www.radiosystems.com
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Building a

National Radio Network
For each hour of programming, about 810 lines of

commentary are listed as initial search points. The
searcher can then click on any of them and, using
Media Player or Real Audio,listen to the remainder of
the hour's aud io clips.These files,available as MP3 files
for quick playback, can also be extracted as uncom-
pressed .wav files for future production usage.

Proving performance
Cumulus also uses Golden Eagle to monitor the

audio and signal parameters of its own stations in real
time. Manufactured by the French company Audemat,
Golden Eagle also allows Cumulus to monitor other
signals in the market. Operating like a remote con-
trolled FM radio, Golden Fagle allows an authorized
Cumulus employee to listen to any programming in
a given area in real time using Real Audio.

Golden Eagle also lets the Cumulus engineering
staff remotely monitor the signal parameters for
each of its stations, checking to see that audio

modulation lev-
els, for example,
areallwithin spec.
A simple selec-
tion lets the user
choose between
listening to a cho-
sen frequency or

Quick, Low -Cost Cures For
Rectifier Headaches

Retrofits wired and ready to install

WYAV. rect ifi e rs. co m
800 649 6370

FlipJack FJ-500
3 channel cell phone interface

Two headphone jacks
Two Mic inputs & Line Input
Connection To A
Standard Telephone Line.
Operates on "AA' batteries
or external power
Balanced Line Level Output
Small Size: 1.5"H x 4.8"W x 4.5-D

Tuner input for off -air monitoring
LED level indicator

www.conex-electro.com

CONEX SYSTEM 11111

EMAIL

J Box 67 BellInqharn WA 98227
,AX 360-676-4872
Jnex-electro corn 800-645-1061

monitor TCIP This is
convenient for pro-
gram directors, who
have no use for the
technical capability of
the system, and for en-
gineers, who rely
heavily on them. If a
company station
cated in Beau montTX,
has four seconds of
dead air,an e-mail will
be sent to company
headquarters in Atlan-
ta and a local engi-
neer to help analyze
the problem. Ultimat-
ely, the company goal
is to devise a master
monitoring system
that will let the engi-
neeri ng staff in Atlanta monitor and track the technical performance

The work behindthe scenes jest as
imrortant as the studio operations,
when it comes to fully networking its
various facilities.

of all of Cumulus' radio stations.

Thanks to Gary Kline, corporate director of engineering, Cumulus
Broadcasting for providing information used in this article.

Eskow is a composer and journalist who lives in central New Jersey. He
is currently a contributing editor for Radio magazine's sister publication Mix
magazine. He may be reached via his website at www.garyeskow.com.

Experience Exceptional Quality, Reliability and Service!
Experience Armstrong Transmitter!

Jur sin* tube high power FM transmitters offer
you exc? rational quality and affoxable prices.

Built for ;he "real world" environment. these RF
workhorses offer long term reliability and features
not four c in any other single tine transrntter
availably

Features include

 1/4 1/13ve Grounded G -id PA.

 Fiber Cptic PA Arc Detection

 PA Temperature Protection

 Advar ced Control System with remote
compLer interface and auto kg.

 More internal status sensors tan any 3ther
trans-ritter

 CD Quality Audio. IAES,'EBU opt' Niel)

 Availme from 15KW to 35KA. Combi ied
syste rs to 60KW

FM 30000 TX

Armstrong Transmitter ... the best RF products, the best around -the --clock Support,
and the best prices ... because you deserve nothing less.

ARMSTRONG
TRANSMITTER CORPORATION

4830 North Street, Marcellus, NY 13108 Web Site: armstror gtx.com
Phone: 315-613-1269 Fax: 315-673-9972 email: saleiWarmstrIngtir.com
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11,000 usX11) ONE OF THE MOST POPULAR
CONSOLES Env?!

(

$4,695
For more detailed iiformation visit us at: www.arrakis-systerna.com or call: (970) 461-0730

Congratulations to our three winners in
the Radio magazine Find the Mic Sweepstakes.

The three lucky readers and their prizes are
Behringer VX2000 courtesy of BSW

Don Danko
WGUC, Cincinnati

INeumann TLM103

Jackson Douglas
Jackson Douglas Original Oldies,
Seaford, VA

Silent 14i( Komi]

Ross Pierce
KMUW, Wichita, KS

Twelve issues of Radio magazine in 2002 had our mic icon hidden on the cover.
Did you find all of them? Here are the correct locations in case you need some help:

1. January: in the hard wood floor behind the chair
2. February: on the side of the building behind the van
3. March: lower right hand corner on the lighted sign

4. April: on the console, one of the gray knobs
5. June: on the back of the seat in the second row

6. July: on the right computer screen
7. August: halfway down on the side of the Space Needle
8. Product Source: in place of the label on the RCA mic

9. September: on the box on the desk next to the cart eraser
10. October: a green bush above the headline "Strong and reliable"

11. November: near the upper lip on the side of the face
12. December: on an arrow in the fifth row, second column

Radio magazine thanks all the readers who participated in the Find the Mic Sweepstakes.
Be sure to save your issues so you can enter the sweepstakes next year.
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LX -6112

LX -5105

The LX -"5100" Series can read
Time Code (ESE, SMPTE/EBU
& ASCII), as well as operate as
Stand -Alone or Impulse Clocks.
These clocks are loaded with
many features, here's just a few.

FEATURES:

 Self -setting time code
readers

 5", 12" & 16" models
 Sweep & Step second

hand modes
 Lighted Dial and Rack

Mount options
 Time Zone Offset
 3 Year Warranty

www.ese-web.com

[310-322-2136  FAX 31 0-322-81 27
142 SIERRA ST., EL SEGUNDO, CA 90245 USA

New Products
By Kari Taylor, associate editor

EO
O
cC
ty

-19

Remote I/O interface
Sierra Automated Systems
Riolink: This interface provides remote I/O connectivity for the 32KD digital audio
network. A module in the 32KD mainframe occupies one universal slot and interfaces
32 channels of audio in and out, plus data to a Riolink remote chassis. The interface
connects to the remote location via CAT -5 or fiber optic cabling. The remote chassis
occupies 2RU. Also induded are 16 RS -485 remote control ports, 16 isolated contact
inputs and outputs and general purpose data ports.

818-840-6149:fax 818-840-6751; www.sasaudio.com; sales@sasaudio.com

ISDN codecs
AEQ

Swingand Eagle:The portable
ISDN Swing codec, can con-  AEO =MIME
nect to U.S.and Euro ISDN net-
works.The codec ,with G.711
and G.722 algorithms and

I

MIA= Rim iWi
11-9 9 9

I-

analog hybrid,can be used simultaneouslywith the
analog line being used as a main or backup circuit.
The mixer has three mic inputs, plus an auxiliary in
and out, with a VU meter to monitor input/output
and compressor/limiter on the output. The 1RU
dual -channel ISDN Eagle codec can also connect to
U.S. and Euro ISDN networks. Connectivity is avail-
able via G.711, G.722 and MPEG LII algorithms to
offer as much as 12kHz audio bandwidth using one

ISDN B channel and up to 15kHz joint stereo,or 20kHz mono,using two ISDN B channels.
Full input and output monitoring is available via LED bar graph meters on the front panel,
along with a mic and headset and an external phone connector.

954-424-0203; fax 954-424-0902; wwwaegbroadcastcom; aegsales@aeg.es

Analog monitor
ATI
AM M200:The AMM200 analog monitor is a stereo line amplifier and monitor providing
balanced XLR line inputs and amplified outputs, stereo headphone drivers and a
stereo LED meter. The two-color LED meters are switchable for measuring line input
or output levels. Meter ballistics can be switched for peak or average response. Meter
range covers -15dB to +12dB in ten 3dB steps. Switched rear -panel RCA jacks allow
external self -powered speakers to be controlled from the headphone amplifiers.

215-443-0330; fax 215-443-1394; www.atiguys.com; sales@atiguys.com

Model RFC -1/f ' Remote Facilities Controller
its the most affordable. fully -featured transmitter remote control system available. it's flexible it's expandable it has a
sill -deserved reputation for being very reliable and its not difficult on the eyes. what other reasons do you need?

FEATURES
transmitter control from any telephone

8-64 channels of telemetry and control

programmable control by time and date

automatic adjustments based on telemetry

optional printer and modem adapters

programmable telemetry alarms

full -featured, affordable. reliable

integrated rack panel

410 Sine Systems m visit our web site for more information on our products
nashville. tennessee  615.228.3500 voice  615.227.2393 tax -on -demand  www.sinesystems corn
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rfSoftware, Inc.
communications solutions

352-336-7223
www.rfsoftware.com

Visit our website for a complete
list of products and features.
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Calculate population within contours and overlaps.

Analyze STLImicrowave paths with terrain profiler,

DA design is a snap! Includes 30 -second terrain data, 3 -sec available.
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itactiftWErkEs DTMF Control So

DR -I0 Diafrup
REMote Control

D5-8 DTMF
/./ Sequence Decoder

,Dial -up remote control Bridge the DS -8 across

with audio interface lets your audio source and
inget eight individually

you control anything over relay
regular phone lines. outputs. Each closure
Interfaces twith most is activated by its own
studio automation systems. code of one to four
Control it from either a digits long. Each relay

ial-up line or external
autio path. Tie DR -10's
active, balanced, telco
aucio output lets you do
live remotes, remote
announcement recording
anc..much, much more!

can be set up as
momemtary, latching
or interlocked with other
relays! Use the DS -8 for
decoding complex network
cues, local spot insertion
control, translator control, et:.

utions

DTMF-f6
DTMF Decoder

The LITMF -16 is periect
for lilterfacmq retworks
to your automation,
controlling remote saiei itc
recei..ers rF peaters, etc.
Connect 'o an audio
source and 1:s ouipuIs wid
operate wrenever there's
a tore. The compact,
light & rugged D 1.1sAF-16 can
be put al7ncst anywhere :o
provide i E remote contioL
that you need.

Apr compute information about all of our products, including downloadable tech manual',
Illochures m34E:pricing for all of our products, visit our website at www.ciricuttwerkes.corit

CircuitWErkEs. Inc. - 2805 NW 6th StrEEt. GainEsvillE, Florida 32609. USA. 3_92-335-6555
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The BUDGET CRUNCHER
STUDIO SYSTEMS BY SPACEWISE

PLYWOOD TOPS & 4 RACKS OR SHE)

New Expression LESS RACK $3250!

COMPARE OUR QUALITY a. PRICE

YOU'LL CHOOSE SPACEWISE

FULL DEL UXAS SHOWN $44501

FULL SIZED QUALITY WOODSHOP FURNITURE'
UP TOE RACKS WITH LARGE 'U ' CONFIGURATIONS!
11)2 THICK PLYWOOD & WOOD BULLNOSED ToPa
QUALITY COMPONENTS USED THROUGHOUT',

ALLQuAlaysa 6_Tow7FQ TO FIT YOUR NEEDS!
EURO HINGED REMOVABLE ACCESS DOORS'
PRE ASSEMBLED STURDY BASE COMPONENTS'
INTEGRAL PASSIVE VENTILATION SYSTEMS!

AVERAGE SYSTEMS SHIP IN 5-8 BUILT COMPONENTS'

We specialize in great customer service!
"Quality Broadcast Furniture for Every Budget

1111

SPACEWISE,
CALL US TODAY AT 800-775-3660

www.spacewise.corn spacewise@qwest.net

BROADCAST ENGINEERING
CONSULTING SOFTWARE

I Aingle-Rice over 3-D Terrain

Professional software packages for
preparing FCC applications & plotting

coverage. For Windows & NT.

 Create "real -world" coverage maps
& interference studies with Longley-
Rice, PTP, FCC, Okumura & other
models using polygon map features.

 Search for AM, FM, TV, DTV, &
LPTV channels with graphics oriented
programs and FCC databases.

 'Plot STL paths in 3-D using 3 -Arc
second terrain databases...and more!

oft
raraMi::11LCINFIWEICINIMI

0111V1.111:atiOliS FrOttN.'
tngincering Consulting

800-743-3684  www.v-soft.com

WireLUX Line of Award Winning Cables
The "Incredible 1 Second Strip" Cables'

11112000
PROCUCT

CF THE YEAR
411

The Ultimate Microphone Cable

ammitj111111111101g17,-"

The Ideal Color -Coded Installation Cable

it IC
Luxurious Multi -Channel Cable

Wireworks Corporation
380 Hillside Avenue
Hillside, NJ 07205
1-800-642-9473

www.wireworks.com

dead
air
protection.

     fell

ask your supplier or visit
www.danagger.com

pat. pend. 888 89 AUDIO (888 892 8346)

ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS

Catalog #613
February 2.)03 April 2003

SEMICONDUCTORS

PASSIVES

INTERCONNECTS

POWER

ELECTROMECHANICAL

TEST. TOOLS & SUPPLIES

MOUSERELECTRONICS
www mouser corn (800) 346-6873
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ay Country... XS I" EQUIPMENT

Your #1 Source
For Quality
Used Radio
Broadcast

Equipment.

View our latest list of equipment on-line at:
http://www.baycountry.com
or call and we will fax it to you.

All equipment sold with a 15 day return guarantee.

7117 Olivia Rd.  Baltimore, MD 21220  Ph: 410-335-3136  Fax: 786-513-0812
http://www.baycountry.com  e-mail: baycountry@pcbank.net

z-ir Spot

1111111111111,[rinslingspot
SEE OUR AD ON PAGE 33

A Division of NMJC) Corporation
C,EBRATING OUR 25TH YEAR

AF PARTS'
COMPANY

si Audio V Broadcast
V Inc ustrial V Communications

Audio Tubes  Transistors
Modules  Gasfets  Coax
Capacitors Rectifiers

'71"1

Svetlana  Taylor  RFP  Eimac

 Se Habla Espanol

Toshiba  Thompson  Mitsubishi
Amperex  MA/Com  Motorola

Year

- 4

 We Export

760-744-0700 800-737-2787
Fax: 760-744-1943

E-mail: rfp@rfparts.com

www.rfparts.com

Buy simplicity,
reliability and service.

EAS
Price $1750.00

Equipment in -stock
for immediate delivery.

Phone 740-593-3150
GORMAN-REDLICH MFG. CO.

257 W. Union St. Athens, Ohio 45701
FAX 740-592-3898

Now available
with

optional DTMF
control

via a phone line.

GORMAN REDUCH WO. co ATHENS. WIC'

E

RWT RMT EOM
1 2 3

o
i 4 f

ENCODER DECODER FCC ID %RIFF '

 5 two-way RS inputs/outputs for computer, remote
signboard & character generator

 6 audio inputs on standard models. All audio inputs & outputs are
transformer isolated from encoder -decoder board

 Automatic interruption of program audio for unattended operation
 4 line 40 character LCD display with LED backlighting
 20 key keypad to program unit, set modulation level, set input levels
 Now available with optional built in character generator which

can crawl alert messages and station ID on the hour

 Will handshake with automation equipment
 2 year warranty
 2 minutes of digital audio storage
 25 pin parallel printer port for external printer
 52 terminals on the rear to interface with other

equipment by removable plugs
 BNC fitting with 600 OHM balanced audio cut

for second transmitter

Web Site: www.gorman-redlich.com E-mail: jimg(Eigorman-redlich.com

Also available: weather radios, antennas for weather radios, crystal controlled synthesized
FM digitally tuned radios, remote signboards, cables for interconnection, Character generators.
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Transcom Corporation

AM b FM Transmitters - -- ---
visit our nos internet site at www.fmamtv.coin
Send your email request to: transcom@fmamtv.com

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters. Authorized Representatives for all
major equipment manufacturers. Let us send you a customized quote!

USED FM TRANSMITTERS USED AM TRANSMITTERS
300W 1988 Harris FM 300K.

Solid State

600W New*Amplifier
2.5KW 1980 Harris FM 5.5K

2.5KW 1978 Collins 831D2

10KW 1980 Harris FM 10K

25KW 1986 Harris FM 25K

1KW 1980 Harris MW1A
5/10KW 1982 Continental 316F
10KW 1996 Harris DX10
50KW 1982 Continental 317C-2
'50KW 1997 Nautel ND50
*50KW 1986 Nautel AMPFET 50

USED EXCITERS
25KW 1980 CSI T -25-F

Amplifier Only

50KW 1982 Harris Combiner w/
auto Exciter -transmitter switcher

BE FX30
New 30 watt synthesized

USED MISC. EQUIPMENT

-NEW TV VHF
Potomac Phase Mortor AM19, 2 Tower

10 watt 500 watt
100 watt 1,000 watt
250 watt

-NEW TV UHF

8 3 Tower

Potomac Phase Monitor AM19, 1901 Digit,

Kintronics DL5O. 50kw Dummy Load

Dielectric 4 Port Motorized Switch

Technics SH9010 Equalizer

10 watt 500 watt
100 watt 1.000 watt
250 watt

P.O. Box 26744, Elkins
800-441-8454 (215-938-7304)

SCA Generator (MX -15 Module)

Optimod 8100A (cards 3 thru 5 only)

Dummy Load 80kw air cooled. #DPTU-75K

Park, PA 19027
Fax 215-938-7361

Our client list continues to grow.

C( )%
We would like to Thank -You
for your confidence and your

MOORETRONIX purchases.

We now have in stock, SHURE, SM-5B, wind screens.
These are from the OEM vendor and are priced at
$60.00 per set. Make the best voice over microphone,
new again!

We recondition Pacific Recorders BMX AMX,

ABX and RMX mixing consoles. Let us re -work your
console's modules. Obtain that added value from a
proven winner. Quality built products last and last and
last!

Check our WEB site for great buys on pre -owned
broadcast gear. All equipment is repaired, tested and
shipped with the manual.

Stretch your broadcast $$$ on quality, pre -owned
equipment.... sold with a warranty.

TEL 800-300-0733 FAX 231-924-7812
WWW.MOORETRONIX.COM

Mini Mix 8A
Proven...Affordable...
41. roprest

t2111!\
800.327.6401
www.autogramcorp.com
ilk

if light/0g strikes oh yogi -

tower are calls/hg
eiMameht damage and lost

air time - the cost of a
Otati=Cat system may be
recovered dui/ha yogr flist

lighthing seasoh.

www.cortanacorporation.com" at.E RUGGED
LIGH114/t4G PRGTECII°N
AFF

provides a continuous, low -resistance discharge path for
the static electric charge on tall structures. DISSIPATION
POINTS ARE 1/8" STAINLESS STEEL RODS (not wires)
ground to needle sharpness.

Corporation, Inc.
Write or call toll -free for a free brochure!

P.O. Box 2548, Farmington, N.M. 87499-2548
Call 888-325-5336 FAX (505) 326-2337
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REMEMBER THE
CORTANA FOLDED
UNIPOLE ANTENNA?
WE STILL MAKE IT
WITH THE SAME
HIGH QUALITY
MATERIALS AND
WORKMANSHIP.
IT FEATURES...

 BROAD BANDWIDTH
for better sound

 GROUNDED ANTENNA
for lighting & static electricity.

 ELIMINATES ISOCOUPLERS
in VHF & UHF antenna lines,

 BEST ANTENNA FOR
DIRECTIONAL ARRAYS.

ALso

DETUNING SYSTEMS FOR
ANYTHING THAT DISTORTS YOUR AM

COVERAGE PATTERN: TOWERS,

POWER LINES, TANKS OR ANY METAL

STRUCTURE.

FOR INFORMATION CALL, FAX OR WRITE:

4001 La Plata Hwy
Farmington. NM 87401

VISA 4.411
gewlelt

phone 505-327-5646 tax 505-325-1142

I -

Radio
TM. MA010 TIECI.M01.013V 1.1.40It

Jennifer Shafer
1-800-896-9939

Classified Advertising Manager

5f 5f

Reliable, On -Time Installation
Quality Workmanship

Ground System Construction,
Evaluation & Repair

www.amgroundsystems.com
1-877-766-2999

NEW YORK ISDN STUDIO
Designea for talk radio
-lasts  Guests  Reports rs

Convenient location
Reasonable rates
Great so ind
Expert engineers
Good attitude

Originate from Manhattan!
Production Services available for editing, remotes,

and guests (booking, accomodations, cars)
Clients include WSB, TalkAmerica, NPR, BBC

See our studio and equipment at
www.radioart.org/studio

For more information contact Larry Josephson at
The New York Studio.'

f The r: Foundation. Inc

212-595-1837 * arry@radioart.org

AUDIOARTS
Broadcast Equipment
Customized Automation Systems
Complete Systems Integration
Quality Pre -Owned Equ pment
Pre -Wiring Packages
Complete Engineering Services

Your Ultimate Solution.

Lightner Electronics
(814) 239-8323
Toll Free: 866-239-3888

frit
r r

www.LightnerElectroni:s.corn 0 ti

AMU,

EAS MONITORING
YAGI ANTENNAS

WEATHER CHANNEL
FREQUENCIES 162.0? MHZ

FM FREQUENCIES
88 TO 108 MHZ

ALL FREQUENCIES FROM 88
TO 1000 MHZ AVAILABLE

SAMCO ANTENNAS, INC.
(817)-336-4351

www.samccantennas.com
email:samyagi@flash.net

co
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Radfo Classified
O

CC

OD

Professional Services

Structural Analysis

N-1-17
ICHE

Electronics Research, Inc
7777 Gardner Road
Chandler, IN 47610

(812) 925-6000
www. ERfinc corn

['AIDS/ MVP C:X=117IJIJ42139KE=

CLASSIFIECS
.9cD(7113 '01C)U V7C3r-r",

Raiff° Call
Jennifer Shafer

800-896-9939

For Sale

AcousticsFirst
Tp:r;Fbree,f 888.965-2900

Full product line for sound control
and noise elimination.
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com

4006

-i BEll FINE
SUITE 160

. ADDISON

TEXAS

, 15001
972/661-5227
wow ibdg com

Ru55 BERGER DESIGN

 RECORDING AND BROADCAST FROM DOOR

MI01111-CTUP1/1N1ERJOR5 FOR ACINSIKA SPACES

 ROOM AIOUSIKS MD SQUID 601110N

NOISE NC 6IBRAT)3N

GROUP

A1:7AppiedWireless 330011 886655 41042121

Kevin McNamara

Applied Wireless, Inc
... providing options.

PO Box 926
New Markel. MD 21774

ernallkewnmcaappliedwirelessinc con
President et CEO www appliedwirelessinc con,

Emolovment

WANT TO FILL A POSITION?
SOCIETY OF BROADCAST ENGINEERS

JobsONLINE & RESUME Service
wuu.sbe.org  (317) 846-9000

WANT TO FIND A NEW JOB?

JOHN H. MATTISON P.E.
CONSULTING BROADCAST ENGINEER,
FCC APPLICATIONS AM, FM, TV, LPTV

Antenna Design, Proofs, Fieldwork
2684 State Route 60 RD 1

Loudonville, OH 44842
419-994-3849 FAX 419-994-5419

Your online resource

The website for radio technology
Currents Online  Engineer's Notebook

Studio Spotlight  Industry links  Industry Events

Publications

WWW.RADIOSHOPPER.COM

New & Used Equipment
Engineering & Web Links
Publications & Catalogs

Parts & Services
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Meet the professionals who write for Radio.
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Chuck Wolf
Chairman
Houston LECC
Houston, TX

Chuck Wolf ischair-
man of the Houston
Local Emergency
Communications
Committee (LECO,
the group that admin-

isters the Emergency Alert System for 13
counties in southeastTexas. Wolf has 30 years
of broadcast news management experience
at KIKK Houston, KCMO Kansas City, WOW
Omaha, KIMN Denver and KONO San An-
tonio. Wolf is vice president of Media Consult-
ants, a crisis communications firm that serves
more than 200 clients worldwide.
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The digital signals
were recorded on
nine parallel tracks,
each 185 microme-
ters wide with a
track pitch of 195
micrometers. The
height of the play-
back heads is 70 mi-
crometers. This of-
fered less sensitivity
to azimuth errors
than the analog
compact cassette.

Two kinds of data could be recorded on the tape: main
data in eight tracks and auxiliary data in one track. The
format was intended to provide digital recording to con-
sumers in a format that resembled existing analog compact
cassettes. The format never caught on.

Sinn Off

Shaping radio today and tomorrow
By Kari Taylor, associate editor

Do you remember?
Philips Consumer Electronics

announced its first digital com-
pact cassette playerand recorder
in November 1992. The DCC900
was an extension of the com-
pact cassette, and connected
directly to a home stereo sys-
tem and came wish a pre-re-
corded DCC music sampler.
Two -channel audio signals
could be recorded with sam-
pling frequencies of 48kHz,
44.1kHz and 32kHz. The dy-
namic range was better than 105dB, and
the total harmonic distortion, including
noise, was less than 0.0025 percent. Re-
cording time was as long as 90 minutes,
with provision for 120 minutes if a thinner
tape was used.

Sample and Hold
A look at the technology shaping radio

High speed lines connecting
homes and business have increased

 Fiber and Satellite
 Coaxial Cable
 ADSL and other Wireline Services

lune Dec. lurr
2000 2000 211( I

Source: FCC Study High Speed Services for Internet Access,
Status as of lune 30, 2002

That was then
In the January

1994 issue of Radio
magazine we re-
ported that USA
Digital was sub-
mitting two
IBOC-FM DAB
systems to the
EIA/NRSC digital
radio tests, which were beginning that month.
The second FM system employed a significantly
different implementation of IBOC technology.

The receiver
for the new
system was
based on sili-
con architec-
ture rather
than the gal-
lium arsenide
processor re-
quired by the
previous for-
mat's receiver.

The comp-
any demon-
strated its first

IBOC-FM system in various s ages of develop-
ment at several national and regional tra(1,.
events during 1992 and 1993.
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-8000
Digital Radio Console

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY! WHEATSTONE'S fourth
generation digital console has what you need: dual -domain
input modules that accept both analog and digital sources; built-
in router integration with 8 -character displays; a choice of fea-
tures like auxiliary sends, equalizat-on, dynamics control and
event memory/recall-all without the aid of an external computer.
The D-8000 is an all -modular design with no active components
mounted inside. And best of all, it uses Wheatstone's exclusive
VDIP setup software, letting you easily configure individual
console modules, logic modes and automatic functions. Contact
Wheatstone-the digital audio people!

sales@wheatston
tel 252-638-7000

ww. wheatstone. corn
copyright C 2003 ay Wheatstone Corporation
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ONE INTERCONNECT DOES IT ALL!
THAT'S RIGHT- ONE DUPLEX FIBEROPTIC LINK OR A SINGLE CAT -5 WIRE = 64 channels

of simultaneous bi-directional digital audio, intercage communication, logic signals, X -Y
controller commands, plus auxiliary RS -232 data streams. This single interconnect
betweenour studio and central rackroom can save you thousands - if not TENS of
thousandsy- of feet of wire in a typical installation!

THE WHEATSTONE BRIDGE DIGITAL AUDIO NETWORK ROUTER can start small with a
single cage and only a few cards, or fully populated units can be stacked to form
larger systems. Wheatstone's STAR TOPOLOGY ARCHITECTURE lets you connect multiple
locations to your central rack room, providing shared resources for all yet still permitting
independently functioning studios, each with its own combinaticn of Dlug-in modules
specifically suited for a select set of gear.

SIGNALS ARE ROUTED entirely in the digital domain. ttai All .AES cards have
sample rate converters on each input, freeing you from Ist3.5.1-1, worry about varying
sample rates throughout your facility. A family of plug-in ccnnector modules
makes installation easy, letting you mix varied signal - technologies and
standards all within the same cage. WHEATSTONE'S intuitive graphic based
setup software handles system configuration, matrix selection and salvo pre-
sets. All systems interface directly with Wheatstone conso'es 41"-- for seamless
source selection and display.

THE BRIDGE
DIGITAL AUDIO

NETWORK ROUTER

tel 252-638-7000/soles epwhecrtstone.corn / wwvv. wheotstone.00rn


